ISSUES
Locate the judgment(s).

After the session from Bill Walsh & discussion with Kristi and your reading of *Hunter Quarries Pty Limited v Alexandra Mexon as Administrator for the Estate of Ryan Messenger* [2017] NSWSC 1587 (22 November 2017), what are some of the interpretive criteria (issues) you need to investigate for Assessment 4?

What legislation is referred to?

Are there any cases that you might need to investigate?

KEYWORDS
What are some of the keywords from the interpretive criteria that we can use to search the secondary resources?
ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Browse Laws of Australia for entries on Meanings of words you think is relevant to our case (Hint look under 25 Interpretation and Use of Legal Sources> Australian Domestic Laws)

What is the name of the heading? What is the paragraph number? What is the currency of this entry?

Cases mentioned? Legislation mentioned?

Your notes from the entry

Search Halsbury’s Laws of Australia for “meaning of words”

What is the name of the heading? What is the paragraph number? What is the currency of this entry?

Cases mentioned? Legislation mentioned?

Your notes from the entry
JOURNAL ARTICLES
Locate an article that discusses the Court of Appeal case
Details of the article

Notes you want to take away

COMMENTARY
What was the last reviewed date of the entry? What is the name of the entry?

Notes you wish to take away
CASE CITATORS

Find the Court of appeal case in CaseBase

Legislation mentioned?

Information from the Digest you might want to investigate?

Find the Court of Appeal case in Firstpoint

Legislation mentioned?

Information from the Digest you might want to investigate?